Eight techniques to keep fields ‘in play’

by MIKE SCHILLER

Growing demand for field time means all groups must cooperate, when it comes to scheduling. Otherwise, turf quality will decline.

If athletic fields had feelings, they’d be bursting with pride at their own popularity. Most days, it seems that everyone wants them.

Sports turf managers from elementary schools through universities, throughout park and recreation departments, at private facilities and at the professional level face the challenge of maintaining quality playing surfaces despite ever-escalating field use schedules. Here are some techniques to keep fields in play and extend the season:

1) Cooperate
Get everyone on the same page.
Administrators, athletic directors, facility owners, coaches, trainers, players, parents and support groups, be they fans or booster clubs—all want the best possible playing conditions.
Sports turf managers need to communicate what is needed to provide those conditions.
Ask for funds, supplies and equipment, and explain why they’re necessary and what they’ll do for the program.
Work with field user groups to establish guidelines for field use and non-use. Listen to their needs and develop suitable alternatives whenever possible, but keep player safety the top priority.

2) Rotate
Assess the “logic” of current field use schedules.
Work with coaches to shift the positions of the various repetitive player drills performed on football and soccer practice fields. Traditionally, each drill takes place on the same portion of the field each day. Why? It’s habit. Soccer
goals can be set up along the sidelines, or even on the turf surrounding the field for practice. Only the football kickers “need” a specific spot, and they can even be moved to another field if necessary.

Shift the fields. If space allows, line out two practice fields side by side and parallel to the existing field. Or line the practice fields in the same direction as the existing field, but moved 10 to 20 feet to the left or right.

Save the sidelines. Move players’ benches along the sidelines of practice fields for football and soccer from one end of the field to the other, and to the middle, several times during the week to spread the wear and compaction. If possible, tarp the sidelines area for games.

Many parks and small school game fields have movable bleachers on only one side of the field. If space allows, move these to the other side of the field occasionally.

Does the band really need to practice on the game field more than once a week, under the lights? Alleviate wear and compaction by moving daily practices to a lined-out football field grid on a section of a parking lot, lawn, or the outfield portion of the baseball field. Move the grids on turfed areas periodically to avoid damage.

3) Incorporate

Despite precautions, field damage will occur. Repair it quickly.

Schedule crews or volunteers to walk the field immediately following football or soccer games. Equip each person with a pail filled with pre-germinated seed in your standard mix and a small scoop or trowel. Have them place a bit of the mix in each divot hole and reset the divots, stepping down on them gently to anchor them in place. Tackle the larger problem areas yourself, using the same basic procedures. Irrigate the field once the repair task is completed.

4) Correct

Keep compaction under control. Even if suitable pull-behind units are readily available, use a small walk-behind core aerator as often as practical in those heavy use spots between the hash marks and along the goal line of football fields, within the goal mouth and center circle of soccer fields, and along the sidelines of both. Generally, mowing action is sufficient to break up the cores.

Correct small depressed areas and high spots before the next practice or play session. Existing sod can be “lifted” with a shovel or pitchfork, keeping at least one side still attached. The field media below can be either filled in and tamped properly, or shaved away with a sharp spade. Check to assure the soil base is even with the surrounding soil surface and level before easing the sod back into place. Irrigate as necessary to assist re-rooting of the sod “chunk.”

5) Compensate

Spread grass seed, slit seed or drill seed frequently during the playing season. Seed in place will germinate when conditions are right to fill in bare spots and thicken the turf. If budgets won’t support full-field seeding, concentrate on the high-use spots. Though you’ll lose some seed, positive results justify the extra cost.

Supplement regular fertilization programs with special nutrient “packages” tailored to the specific needs of heavy-use fields. Keep potash levels high enough to help turf handle the stress.

6) Protect

Consider tarping to extend the fall playing season as well as to encourage early green-up in the spring. Tarps also can help maintain field playability during rainy seasons and in snowy northern climates. Talk with other sports turf managers in situations similar to your own to compare the initial tarp cost with savings in maintenance repair costs to determine the practicality of tarping for your key game fields.

7) Investigate

Check out new turfgrass varieties. Compare performance of new varieties to your existing turf. It’s usually safest to test a new combination of grasses on a practice field under your use schedules and maintenance program for a year before making a switch on the game field. If the game field is enclosed or partially enclosed by bleachers or within a stadium, be sure to consider effects of shaded areas and differences in wind patterns.
8) Re-evaluate

Once the fall-winter playing season wraps up, do as much pre-spring preparation as possible. In northern regions, dormant seeding and fertilization covered with a light layer of topdressing can produce superior turf in the spring, especially when wet spring weather keeps crews off the fields.

You may not be able to incorporate all of these suggestions into your program. But if one or two ideas fit into your budget and time allotments, they can help improve your fields' quality—and the players will appreciate it. ☐

—Mike Schiller is superintendent of parks for the Rolling Meadows (Ill.) Park District and president of the national Sports Turf Managers Association. Questions about the STMA and its activities can be directed by phoning the national office at: (800) 323-3875.

Shaping up while waiting for rain

Mike Schiller just passed the half-year mark as superintendent of parks for Rolling Meadows, Ill., so he's still getting to know his newest turf. Previously, he was assistant superintendent of the Schaumburg, Ill., park district.

"It takes about a year before you figure out the operation," admits Schiller, who has a big project on his hands with a newly purchased swimming/tennis complex.

"We're making repairs," says Schiller. "It was a private club, now it's a public facility. We've divided two of the tennis courts into basketball courts and a rollerblade rink. The trees had been let go, so we've been pruning, slowly but surely getting it in shape."

The spring and summer weather in northern Illinois has not been friendly to turf and ornamentals.

"This summer has been weird, weather-wise," says Schiller. "It was so wet in spring, then from June on, we had negligible rain. We're seeing a lot of stress. The trees started dropping leaves 30-50 days ago. We're lucky if we had an inch of precipitation for September."

Fortunately, the district's three major football/soccer fields are well-irrigated. The drier fields, however, haven't gotten much attention due to lack of rain.

"We couldn't fertilize in spring due to all the rain, and in summer, we couldn't fertilize anything that wasn't irrigated, because we wouldn't be able to wash the product into the soil."

Schiller manages 175 acres of parks and recreation property. ☐

—Terry Mciver